
Though violations for conduct unbecoming and dissemination of information are
truly warranting of significant disciplin€, ffiy primary focus in this investigation
centered on the sustained violation for moral character. As public seruants, we
must hold ourselves to the highest standards of moral character and ensure that
we never violate the public's faith in our abilities as law enforcement officers.
Acts involving misconduct by police officers erode at the trust placed onto the
agency by the community. Our moral character encompasses our integrity,
judgement and our trustwofthiness, viftues which you severely compromised by
your behavior during this incident. You engaged in conduct that resulted in the
release of a highly inappropriate and disturbing video to a crime victim that you
were assigned to assist. I gave in-depth consideration to your asseftion that this
was the result of a mistake on your behalf and that the intended recipient of the
video was your wife. Ultimately, I am unable to look past the fact that you
intentionally destroyed the only evidence that may have suppofted this
statement.

I deliberated at great lengths in an attempt to justify deviating from depaftment
guidelines and retaining your employment as a police officer with this agency.
Unfoftunately, your actions have permanently impaired your ability to peform as
a police officer for this agency. You have committed a violation of policy that
cannot be corrected through any length of suspension or training. Your conduct
is reflective of a standard of moral character unacceptable for continued seruice
as a police officer for the Plantation Police Depaftment. Therefore, for violating
the specified depaftment policies, I am imposing the discipline of Termination.

An Affidavit of Separation, mandated by the Florida Department of Law
Enforcement Criminal Justice Standards and Training Commission, known as
CISTC-61, will indicate the basis for separation was "Terminated for violation of
Section 943.13(4), F.5., or violation of moral character standards as deftned in
Rule 1 I B-27. 001 1, F.A.C."

I regret to see your career come to an end under such unfavorable
circumstances and I wish you the best of success in your future endeavors.


